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a b s t r a c t 

The origin of the orbital structure of the cold component of the Kuiper belt is still a hot subject of inves- 

tigation. Several features of the solar system suggest that the giant planets underwent a phase of global 

dynamical instability, but the actual dynamical evolution of the planets during the instability is still de- 

bated. To explain the structure of the cold Kuiper belt, Nesvorny (2015, AJ 150,68) argued for a ”soft”

instability, during which Neptune never achieved a very eccentric orbit. Here we investigate the possi- 

bility of a more violent instability, from an initially more compact fully resonant configuration of 5 giant 

planets. We show that the orbital structure of the cold Kuiper belt can be reproduced quite well provided 

that the cold population formed in situ, with an outer edge between 44 − 45 au and never had a large 

mass. 

© 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

The Kuiper belt (KB) was initially supposed to be a relic of the

riginal planetesimal disk that could not develop into planets due

o a low mass density at great distances from the Sun. It was thus

ssumed to consist of icy objects which, in absence of strong plan-

tary perturbations, preserved orbits with low inclinations and low

ccentricities. 

In 1992, 1992 QB1, the first Kuiper belt object (KBO) was found

apart from Pluto and Charon) and subsequent discoveries revealed

 quite excited disk, contrary to the original expectations. Planetary

igration theories attempted to explain this excitation of the KB

y means of orbital transport processes that would displace plan-

tesimals from the original planetesimal disk to the Kuiper belt

egion ( Malhotra, 1995; Gomes, 2003 ). These transport models in-

luded scattering of the planetesimals by close encounters with the

iant planets and the final implantation of a small fraction of these

bjects into the Kuiper belt. This emplacement process was made

ossible by the association of trapping of planetesimals into mean

otion and Kozai resonances with a migrating Neptune and a seb-
∗ Corresponding author. 
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equent escape from these resonances onto stable and excited or-

its. 

Although many Kuiper belt objects were found on quite excited

rbits, some of them had roughly circular orbits on a plane near

he ecliptic (or the invariant solar system plane). It did not take

oo long to collect evidences that there were in fact two distinct

opulations in the Kuiper belt region, one composed by objects

ith neutral colors in excited orbits, and another one composed

f objects with reddish colors in near circular planar orbits. In ad-

ition the size distributions of the two populations are different

 Fraser et al., 2014 ) and the first one is extended to much larger

bjects than the second. These populations are now respectively

nown as (dynamically) hot and cold populations of the Kuiper

elt. It is generally agreed that the hot population was implanted

rom the inner regions of the planetesimal disk ( Nesvorný, 2015a;

omes, 2003; Levison et al., 2008 ). However, the origin of the cold

opulation has been debated for a long time. On the one hand,

t could be naturally explained as having a local origin, due to its

uite different physical properties from the hot population, and be-

ause of its cold orbital distribution, similar to that originally ex-

ected for a distant undisturbed belt. 

On the other hand, two puzzling features have challenged the

ocal origin hypothesis. The first is the very low current mass of

he CKB estimated at 3 × 10 −4 M � ( Fraser et al., 2014 ). Classical

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2017.10.018
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Table 1 

Initial orbital elements for the planets. 

Planet semi-major axis (au) eccentricity inclination (deg.) 

Jupiter 5.78788 0.0 050 0 0.01996 

Saturn 7.81263 0.01418 0.09230 

Core1 10.19900 0.03912 0.02506 

Core2 12.40130 0.01231 0.02457 

Core3 14.48220 0.00908 0.04247 
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1 This configuration was obtained through a numerical integration of the four gi- 

ant planets induced to migrate by an imposed dissipative force proportional to dif- 

ference between the planet velocity and another factor times the Keplerian velocity, 

like a stokes drag force. This force keeps the planetary eccentricity low, and should 

thus roughly mimic the torques from the gas disk 
2 the inner edge of the disk was chosen close enough to the outermost planet 

in order to rapidly trigger the instability phase. We are not here concerned with a 

possible delay of the instability that might be required to explain the Late Heavy 

Bombardment as a cataclysmic event ( Gomes et al., 2005 ) 
planetesimal accretion models would demand much more mass

originally in the Kuiper belt region to produce objects as large

as those belonging to the cold population ( Kenyon and Brom-

ley, 2004 ). The second feature is that an originally massive disk

of planetesimals extending to distances as far as the Kuiper belt

region would have displaced Neptune to the outer border of the

disk, well beyond the current Neptune’s orbit ( Gomes et al., 2004 ).

Due to the above difficulty, several scenarios proposed that

the CKB did not form in situ, but was implanted in its cur-

rent location from a smaller heliocentric distance by some low-

efficiency process, so as to explain its current small total mass.

Later, Levison et al. (2008) proposed a scenario of implantation of

the CKB during the instability of the giant planets and the high-

eccentricity phase of Neptune’s orbit. However, these scenarios

would never quite succeed. One of the problems was the difficulty

to decrease the CKB eccentricities to their real values. Moreover

these transport models would also require close encounters of the

CKB objects with Neptune. These encounters would have unbound

the widest binaries, which instead form a large fraction of the cur-

rent CKB population ( Parker and Kavelaars, 2010 ). 

A possible solution of the problem of the small CKB mass comes

from new planetesimal formation theories ( Youdin and Goodman,

20 05; Johansen et al., 20 07; Dra ̧ ̇zkowska and Dullemond, 2014 )

that may allow for the production of large objects with a relatively

low total mass. If so, a local origin for the CKB becomes again re-

alistic. 

Once a local origin of the CKB population is accepted, one can

constrain the planetary evolution scenarios that would be com-

patible with the orbital characteristics of the CKB. Dawson and

Murray-Clay (2012) attempted to constrain Neptune’s past orbital

evolutions that would have preserved the relative low eccentrici-

ties and inclinations of the cold Kuiper belt objects (CKBO’s). A par-

ticularly puzzling feature of the Kuiper belt is the so-called ‘kernel’,

a concentration of orbits with semimajor axes a � 44 au, eccentric-

ities e ∼ 0.05, and inclinations i < 5 ° ( Petit et al., 2011 ). Nesvorný

(2015b) suggested that the Kuiper belt kernel can be explained if

Neptune’s otherwise smooth migration was interrupted by a dis-

continuous change of Neptune’s semimajor axis when Neptune

reached � 28 au. Before the discontinuity happened, planetesimals

located at ∼ 40 au were presumably swept into Neptune’s 2:1 res-

onance, and were carried with the migrating resonance outwards.

The 2:1 resonance was at � 44 au when Neptune reached � 28 au.

If Neptune’s semimajor axis changed by fraction of au at this point,

perhaps because Neptune was scattered off of another planet, the

2:1 population would have been released at � 44 au, and would

remain there to this day. Nesvorný (2015b) showed that the or-

bital distribution of bodies produced in this model provides a good

match to the orbital properties of the kernel. If Neptune migration

was conveniently slow after the jump, the sweeping 2:1 resonance

would deplete the population of bodies at � 45-47 au, thus con-

tributing to the paucity of the low-inclination orbits in this region.

Here we investigate a scenario alternative to Nesvorný (2015b) ,

in which the planets start from a more compact configuration and

undergo a more violent instability. This occurs when Neptune is

well inside 28 au and causes a temporarily large eccentricity phase

of Neptune’s orbit. In this sense, our scenario for the planet evo-

lution is more similar to that adopted in Levison et al. (2008) , but

with the difference that the CKB starts in situ. 

Like Nesvorný (2011, 2015b) ; Nesvorný and Morbidelli (2012) ,

we assume that the giant planet system was made of five gi-

ant planets and the existence of an external planetesimal disk.

We suppose that the planetesimal disk extends to 45 au and

we check whether Neptune would migrate to its outer border.

Gomes et al. (2004) showed that Neptune would migrate to the

outer border of the disk. However, that work was done in the

framework of a smooth migration, with Neptune in nearly circular
rbit. It is not expected that the same behavior would occur in the

ase of a global instability featuring close encounter between plan-

ts ( Tsiganis et al., 2005; Gomes et al., 2005 ) because the disk be-

omes quite excited and hence it is less effective in driving planet

igration. As a second step, we compare the final orbital distribu-

ion in the CKB region with the observed one, assuming different

nitial disk edges within 45 au. 

This paper develops as follows. In Section 2 , we describe the

umerical integrations we undertake. In Section 3 , we analyze the

esults as far as the final orbits of the planets are concerned. In

ection 4 , we present an analysis of the best CKBs produced. In

ection 5 , we analyze the results of Section 4 against several con-

traints. In Section 6 , we compare our results with the constraints

n Neptune’s orbital evolution discussed in Dawson and Murray-

lay (2012) and, in Section 7 , we present our conclusions. 

. The numerical integrations 

We performed 2,0 0 0 numerical integrations of the equations

f motion of five planets, two of them with their masses like

upiter’s and Saturn’s. The other three planets stand for Uranus,

eptune and the fifth ice planet ( Nesvorný, 2011; Nesvorný and

orbidelli, 2012 ). These share the same mass of 4 . 5 × 10 −5 M �,

hich is between Neptune’s and Uranus’ masses. This choice was

ade since we cannot know a priori, before the integrations ends,

hich planet will be the outermost one surviving at the end

f the migration process. Pairs of neighbor planets from Jupiter

o the outermost one are sequentially at their 3:2, 3:2, 4:3 and

:4 mean motion resonances. 1 This configuration is significantly

ore compact than the one considered in Nesvorný (2015b) and

eienno et al. (2017) and perhaps more consistent with giant

lanet migration in a protoplanetary disk of gas ( Morbidelli et al.,

007 ). The initial orbital elements of the planets are shown in

able 1 . A disk of planetesimals was placed just outside the out-

rmost planet. In all cases the inner and outer borders are at 16

u and 45 au respectively 2 and they are all formed by 4,0 0 0 equal

ass planetesimals. The semimajor axes are chosen uniformly be-

ween the inner and outer border of the disk so as to yield a sur-

ace mass density varying as r −1 . The eccentricities were chosen

andomly between 0 and 0.002. The inclinations were initially null

nd the other angles are chosen randomly between 0 and 360 °. We

dopt four possible total masses for the disk, performing 500 inte-

rations for each case. These are 25 M �, 30 M �, 35 M �, and 40 M �,

he integrations are performed with the hybrid mercury integra-

or ( Chambers, 1999 ), with a steplength of 0.5 year and extended

o 100 My. Some of them, which yielded the best final orbital ele-

ents for the planets were further extended to 1 Gy. 
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Fig. 1. Average and standard deviation of semimajor axes, eccentricities and incli- 

nations at 100 My of the 53 simulations where the semimajor axes of the planets 

were in the ranges 5 au - 5.4 au, 8.6 au - 9.9 au, 15 au - 21 au, and 25 au - 31 au. 

Inclinations are with respect to the invariable plane. 
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Fig. 2. Orbital evolution of the semimajor axes, perihelia and aphelia of the planets 

for one of the simulations which was extended to 4.5 Gy. 
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3 The real inclinations here and on the rest of the paper are referred to the in- 

variant plane, so as to coherently compare with the simulations 
4 These are decided by plain visual inspection 
5 Although Neptune does not usually migrate to the outer border of the disk, it 

can however migrate too far like to 35 au. This procedure was taken in order to 

standardize all runs so as to keep Neptune not too far from 30 au at the end of the 

simulations 
. The final orbits of the planets 

After 100 My, a fraction of the runs kept exactly four planets.

or the disk masses 40, 35, 30 and 25 M �, these numbers are re-

pectively 103, 96, 71 and 67 in 500. Restricting the semimajor

xes of the four planets at 100 My in the ranges 5 au - 5.4 au,

.6 au - 9.9 au, 15 au - 21 au and 25 au - 31 au, we are left with

6, 19, 9 and 9 cases respectively for disk masses 40, 35, 30 and

5 M �, with a total of 53 cases for all disk masses. 

Fig. 1 shows the average and standard deviation of semimajor

xes, eccentricities and inclinations of the planets for the 53 best

ases as above defined. We must allow for some residual migra-

ion and circularization of the orbits that must take place after the

rst 100 My of evolution. Possibly the worst case is for Saturn’s in-

lination. If we consider the median inclination instead of the av-

rage one the results are 0.60 °, 1.57 °, 0.50 ° and 0.21 °, respectively

or Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune, in better agreement with

he real values. This is because the mean is skewed towards large

alues by a few cases with too high final inclination. Another in-

eresting result is Neptune’s semimajor axis at 100 My around 28

u in average. As noted above, in an excited disk, Neptune does

ot necessarily migrate to the outer border of the disk. An exam-

le below where the integration was carried out to 4.5 Gy ratifies

his conclusion. 

We picked one case of a 30 M � disk, where Neptune was at

29 au at 100 My and extended the integration for 4.5 Gy. At

he end Neptune was at ∼ 30.6 au, thus not far from its actual

osition. Fig. 2 shows the evolution of the semimajor axes, perihe-

ia and aphelia of the planets to 4.5 Gy for that specific case. We

ote that Neptune is still slowly migrating with a very long mi-

ration timescale. Fig. 3 shows the distribution of semimajor axes,

ccentricities and inclinations of the planetesimals at the Kuiper
elt region for the same integration at 4.5 Gy. We just plot the

lanetesimals with inclinations smaller than 5 ° to compare with

he CKB 

3 . We notice that the final distribution of the orbits of the

lanetesimals is not too different from that observed for the real

KB. An important difference is a great number of planetesimals

or semimajor axes between 39.5 and 42 au. This has no counter-

art in the real KB population since the ν8 resonance is effective

n cleaning this region of low inclination objects. But this does not

appen in the simulation because the position of the secular res-

nance depends sensitively on the right positions of the planets

hich are hard to reproduce exactly in simulations, even though

eptune stopped near its current position. In the next Section we

escribe the procedure we used to circumvent this problem. 

. The cold Kuiper belt 

We devised the following scheme to determine the cold Kuiper

elt (CKB) orbital distribution from the integrations. First we chose

he best cases among the 53 mentioned in the previous section.

hese cases are those that yielded the best distribution of semi-

ajor axes, eccentricities and inclinations at 100 My. We were thus

eft with 12 cases that showed a reasonable agreement of semima-

or axes, eccentricities and inclinations when compared with the

eal CKB objects 4 . We then continued each of these 12 integra-

ions until 1 Gy, in some of the cases setting a null mass for all

lanetesimals that had started beyond 35 au in the original inte-

ration 

5 . After that, new integrations were performed until 4.5 Gy,

estarting from where they stopped at 1 Gy but changing the plan-

tary orbital elements to the present ones, referred to the invari-

nt plane. The initial orbital elements of the planetesimals in these

ew integrations were the same as those at the end of the previ-

us integrations to 1 Gy, except for the semimajor axes which were

isplaced so as to keep the same period ratio with the real Nep-

une as those at the end of the integrations to 1 Gy. No change was

one with respect to angular orbital elements of the planetesimals,

hus mean motion resonances are not preserved after 1 Gy. Since

e are not aiming at comparing resonant and non-resonant objects
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Fig. 3. Distribution of semimajor axes, eccentricities and inclinations of the CKB at 

4.5 Gy from one of the simulations (which was extended to 4.5 Gy) among the 53 

depicted in Fig. 1 (black dots) compared with the real CKB (gray dots). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Distribution of semimajor axes, eccentricities and inclinations of the CKB 

from one of the simulations (#2, see Table 2 ) (black dots) compared with the real 

CKB (gray dots). 
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in the CKB, we understand that this is a valid approach. In these

last integrations all planetesimals are considered as massless parti-

cles. These integrations are important so as to sculpt the simulated

CKB with the dynamical features related to the current orbital con-

figuration of the planets. In particular, this procedure allows us to

account for the current locations of the secular resonances that are

quite active just beyond the 3:2 mean motion resonance with Nep-

tune. 

Fig. 4 shows the distribution of semimajor axes, eccentricities

and inclinations for one of the 12 cases mentioned above at 4.5 Gy.

In these plots we consider orbital inclinations up to 5 °, both in the

simulated results and the real objects. It is likely that there are real

dynamically hot objects with an inclination i < 5 ° mixed up with

the cold ones, since these two populations overlap ( Brown, 2001 ),
ut we consider this to be a minor effect for the purpose of com-

arisons. On the other hand, there are also simulated ”cold” objects

ith i > 5 ° which we do not include in the plots. We understand

here might be also some real ”cold” objects with i > 5 °. Fig. 5

hows the cumulative semimajor axis distribution for the simu-

ated cases compared to the real distribution. The CKB is consid-

red with semimajor axis between 42.5 and 47 au, perihelion dis-

ance larger than 37.5 au and inclinations smaller than 5 °. Figs. 6

nd 7 show the cumulative distribution in eccentricity and incli-

ation respectively for the simulated cases compared with the real

istributions. Although most distributions from the simulations are

uite different from the real one, the real distribution is well inside

he range of all distributions from the simulations for all three or-

ital elements. 
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Fig. 5. Cumulative distribution of semimajor axes from all the 12 simulations, com- 

pared with the distribution of semimajor axes from the real CKBO’s (thicker line) . 

Fig. 6. Cumulative distribution of eccentricities from all the 12 simulations, com- 

pared with the distribution of eccentricities from the real CKBO’s (thicker line) . 

Fig. 7. Cumulative distribution of inclinations from all the 12 simulations, com- 

pared with the distribution of inclinations from the real CKBO’s (thicker line). 

Table 2 

Results of the application of a K-S test compar- 

ing the distribution of orbital elements for the 

simulations and real data. We consider the fol- 

lowing range in the elements 42.5 < a < 47 au, 

q > 37.5 au I < 5 °. We only list the cases with 

more than 50 particles. The first column de- 

notes the integration number, the second one 

the number of CKBO’s at the end of each sim- 

ulation and the following ones the probability 

that both simulated population and real popu- 

lation comes from the same parent population. 

Int. N P a P e P I 

1 156 0.0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0.5692 

2 66 0.0874 0.3288 0.0816 

3 269 0.0 0 01 0.0145 0.0 0 03 

4 123 0.0385 0.1799 0.0 0 02 

5 152 0.0017 0.8665 0.7858 

7 86 0.9921 0.0036 0.0 0 0 0 

8 197 0.0010 0.0028 0.0 0 0 0 

10 70 0.1827 0.2376 0.0591 

11 58 0.0 0 0 0 0.0105 0.0084 
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We performed Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K-S) tests in the semima-

or axes, eccentricities and inclinations to compare the simulated

KB populations with the real one. Table 2 shows the results of

hese tests. Only cases where more than 50 objects remain in the

KB are listed, since samples with few components yield less reli-

ble K-S tests. The results are not uniform with respect to the three

rbital elements. Possibly the best case is for Integration #5, al-

hough it presents a bad match for semimajor axis. This mismatch

ight be reduced if the outer border of the disk was changed to

ome semimajor axis smaller than 45 au. This is the subject of the

ext section. 

.1. Setting the CKB outer edge as a free parameter 

The outer edge at 45 au set as an initial condition for the disk

as motivated by the current observed edge around this semima-

or axis. Since the real edge is fuzzy, we may conjecture that part

f the fuzziness of the edge is due to some dispersion in semi-

ajor axis of the original edge caused by the perturbation of the

igrating planets. Since the exact original edges of the disk are not

nown, we can experiment on the outer edge by discarding from

he final data some of the particles that had their initial semi-

ajor axis a 0 > a e where a e stands for the outer edge semimajor

xis. This procedure was undertaken in order to better compare

he CKB determined by the simulations with the real one. The best

etermined a e for any specific integration should not be taken as

 good determination of the outer edge of the disk. After discard-

ng these particles we test the new final distribution in semimajor

xis, eccentricity and inclination of the resultant population com-

aring with the real distributions through K-S tests. Fig. 8 shows

he average of the K-S probability in semimajor axis, eccentricity

nd inclination for all integrations listed in Table 2 as a function

f the disk outer edge. We just plot the probabilities when there

re more than 50 particles in the sample, since K-S tests turn un-

eliable for small samples. We label Integration 5 that yielded the

argest values for the K-S average probability for disk edges inside

5 au. For this case, an outer edge at ∼ 44.5 au yielded the largest

alue of the average of the K-S tests in all three orbital elements,

s shown in Fig. 8 . For a e = 44 . 485 au the K-S probabilities for the

emimajor axis, eccentricity and inclination are respectively 0.8967,

.8282 and 0.9506. In Fig. 9 we plot the cumulative distribution

f semimajor axes, eccentricity and inclinations, for the real data

nd for integration 5 in the case of the outer edge at 45 au and
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Fig. 8. The average of the K-S probability in semimajor axis, eccentricity and in- 

clination for all integrations listed in Table 2 as a function of the disk outer edge. 

The results of the tests are depicted only if the number of objects in the sample is 

larger than or equal to 50. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9. Cumulative distribution of semimajor axes, eccentricity and inclinations, for 

the real data (thickest line) and for integration 5 in the case of the outer edge at 

45 au (thinnest line)and at 44.485 au. 
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6 orbital elements taken from http://www.cfeps.net/L7Release/CharacterizedList. 

txt 
at 44.485 au. Fig. 10 shows the distribution of semimajor axes, ec-

centricities and inclinations for integration #5, after confining the

outer edge of the disk at 44.485 au. Lastly, it is worth mention-

ing here that in our approach the kernel of the Kuiper belt would

be just an outcome of the original outer edge of the disk that was

partially scattered but preserved the kernel as a signature of its

primordial configuration. 

4.2. Biasing the simulation data 

The CKB population occupies a fairly compact region in semi-

major axes, eccentricities and inclinations. We thus do not expect

that the observed CKB diverge too much from the unbiased one.

Even so, we here apply a procedure to bias our simulated CKB data.

We used the CFEPS detection simulator ( Kavelaars et al., 2009 ) to

compare the orbital distributions obtained in our simulations with

observations. CFEPS is one of the largest Kuiper belt surveys with

published characterization ( Petit et al., 2011 ). The simulator was

developed by the CFEPS team to aid the interpretation of their ob-

servations. Given intrinsic orbital and magnitude distributions, the

CFEPS simulator returns a sample of objects that would have been

detected by the survey, accounting for flux biases, pointing history,

rate cuts and object leakage ( Kavelaars et al., 2009 ). In the present

work, we input our model populations in the simulator to compute

the detection statistics. 

This is done as follows. The CFEPS simulator takes as an input:

(1) the orbital element distribution from our numerical model, and

(2) an assumed absolute magnitude ( H ) distribution. As for (1), the

input orbital distribution was produced by cloning of the final or-

bits obtained in our numerical model. The cloned orbits are as-

signed random values of the perihelion longitude ϖ, nodal longi-

tude � and mean longitude λ. This procedure should be fine in

the region of the cold classicals where mean motion and other

resonances do not play an important role. The magnitude distribu-

tion was taken from Fraser et al. (2014) . We varied the parameters

of the input magnitude distribution to understand the sensitivity

of the results to various assumptions. We found that small varia-

tions of the magnitude distribution within the uncertainties given

in Fraser et al. (2014) have essentially no effect. 
After biasing the simulated data we compared the simulated

KB with the CKBOs observed by the CFEPS project 6 . Fig. 11 shows

he cumulative distribution of semimajor axes, eccentricities and

nclinations of the real CKB, compared with the unbiased data and

he biased one, again for Integration # 5. We note that the differ-

nces of the biased with the unbiased one is very small for semi-

ajor axis and eccentricity and a little more significant for the

nclination. This example typically represents all the others. The

reater difference is in inclination with the biased data showing a

istribution skewed to lower inclinations as expected. These tests

http://www.cfeps.net/L7Release/CharacterizedList.txt
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Fig. 10. Distribution of semimajor axes, eccentricities and inclinations for integra- 

tion #5, edge at 44.485 au. 
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Fig. 11. Cumulative distribution of semimajor axes, eccentricities and inclinations 

of the real CKB, compared with an unbiased simulated CKB and the same case after 

biasing the data, for Integration #5 with a e = 45 au. 
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ith the biased data confirm that the comparison with unbiased

ata is adequate. 

. Testing the compatibility with other constraints 

.1. Keeping the inner solar system intact 

Although our simulations do not place Jupiter and Saturn at the

recise distances that would yield their exact present orbital pe-

iod ratio near 2.5, we can test how much this ratio varied after

he phase of planetary encounters due to residual planetesimal-

riven migration. This is an important test since in the real evo-

ution this ratio could not remain below 2.3 for a long time, oth-

rwise secular resonances would have destabilized the terrestrial

lanets ( Brasser et al., 2009 ) and the inner asteroid belt ( Morbidelli

t al., 2010; Toliou et al., 2016 ). Among the 12 cases above stud-

ed, in just one of them the orbital period ratio changed by more
han 0.2 during the planetesimal driven migration that followed

he mutual encounter phase. Because the real planets ended their

igration near the 2.5 period ratio, this means that it is likely that

he close encounter phase propelled them onto orbits with period

atio larger than 2.3, and then the period ratio increased slowly by

ess than 0.2. We thus conclude that planetary orbits during migra-

ion that yielded good CKB orbits are in principle compatible with

 stable inner solar system. As a caveat, one must note that tem-

orary excitation of Jupiter’s and Saturn’s eccentricities may also

estabilize the inner planets ( Agnor and Lin, 2012; Kaib and Cham-

ers, 2016 ). 

.2. The hot Kuiper belt 

The simulations performed in this paper were not intended to

roduce the hot population of the KB. Since we have 4,0 0 0 parti-

les in each integration, each particle carries 0.006 to 0.01 M �, for

isk masses between 25 and 40 M �. Since this latter number is the

stimated mass of the hot population ( Fraser et al., 2014 ), we con-

lude that one or at most two particles in each integration should
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be left in the KB at the end of the integration. This would not be

enough for statistical comparisons. We however considered the 12

good integrations together at 4.5 Gy and among those planetesi-

mals that started with semimajor axis below 38 au 

7 , we searched

for those that ended with semimajor axis between 41 and 47 au

and e < 0.35. We found 18 that obeyed this criterion, which cor-

responds to a mass of 0.012 M �, thus very close to the estimated

mass of the hot population. Their inclinations ranged from 1.4 ° to

34.4 °, but most of the inclinations (78%) are below 10 °. Thus, our

hot population is much less excited than the real hot population.

We also notice that the range of initial semimajor axes that re-

sulted in the hot KB is 23 . 3 − 37 . 6 au, but most of the planetes-

imals (67%) come from the range 35 − 38 au and just 11% come

from inside 30 au. We would expect that a larger fraction would

come from the inner portion of the original planetesimal disk so

as to better explain the physical differences between the hot and

cold KBO’s. In the future, integrations with a large number of plan-

etesimals in the main disk should be performed so as to better as-

sess the possibility of the production of coherent hot and cold KB

populations 

5.3. The mass of the CKB 

In our scenario the CKB is a local population. The fraction of

the initial population surviving in the end is between 0.045 and

0.65. Thus, although we have shown that a massive disk of parti-

cles extended to 45 au is compatible with the current orbital loca-

tion of Neptune, we conclude that the initial mass in the CKB re-

gion had to be small. In fact, if the surface density of the CKB had

been comparable to that in the inner portion of the disk, about

0 . 14 − 2 M � would have remained in the CKB today, which is in-

consistent with the observations ( Fraser et al., 2014 ). This means

that the CKB population contained objects up to 300 km in diam-

eter (about the largest objects currently in the CKB), but carried

cumulatively a small total mass. 

This conclusion would be inconsistent with classic model of

collisional growth of planetesimals ( Kenyon and Bromley, 2004 ).

However, it can be consistent with the new models based

on the streaming instability. In fact, Dra ̧ ̇zkowska and Dulle-

mond (2014) showed that the streaming instability is effective only

in regions of the disk where solids could pile up. This could have

been inside 30 or 35 au. In this case a large fraction of the solid

mass is converted into planetesimals, forming a massive planetes-

imal disk. Instead, in the lower density regions, the streaming in-

stability could operate only near the end of the disk lifetime, when

photo-evaporation drastically reduced the gas/solid density ratio

( Carrera et al., 2016 ). But at the end of the disk lifetime the abun-

dance of solids is not large and hence the overall population pro-

duced can have only a small total mass. We believe that our result

on the small initial mass of the CKB, which is in agreement with

the conclusions of Nesvorný (2015b) , is a strong argument in favor

of the streaming instability model of planetesimal formation. 

6. Comparing with constraints in Dawson and 

Murray-Clay (2012) 

We consider Fig. 14 in Dawson and Murray-Clay (2012) . For

semi-major axes taking values at 19, 21, ... ,29 au, we evaluate

graphically the value of the eccentricity at each of the time curves.

This limit eccentricity cannot be surpassed by Neptune’s eccen-

tricity for longer than the time indicated by the curve so as to

keep the CKBO’s forced eccentricities below 0.1. In order to com-
7 we just demand that the planetesimal is transported from somewhere inside 

the KB region to the KB to be considered a hot KBO 

w  

t

 

f  
are with our simulations we considered ranges of 2 au in semi-

ajor axis from 18 − 20 au to 28 − 30 au, the center of which are

he semimajor axes above chosen. We then compute for how long

ny of the ice planets keeps its eccentricity above those limiting

ccentricities in a specific 2-au range of semimajor axis given by

awson and Murray-Clay (2012) , by associating the semimajor axis

ange with its center. We find that in only one of the 12 cases,

n ice planet kept an eccentricity above the limit eccentricity for

onger than allowed by Dawson and Murray-Clay (2012) analysis

or any of the semimajor axis range. Now if we consider all semi-

ajor axis ranges and sum all the times an ice planet was above

he limit eccentricity for each range, we find that in eight cases

he total time the ice planet was above the limit eccentricity sur-

assed the total allowed time. The interpretation of this case can

rove harder since the absolute value of the forced eccentricity of

 CKBO does not increase continuously as the ice planet semima-

or axis changes. In particular, for the case plotted in Fig. 4 , an

ce planet’s eccentricity was above the 10 6 year-line for a total of

.14 × 10 6 years, as a sum of 10 4 years in the semimajor axis range

2 − 24 au, 2.1 × 10 5 years for the range 24 − 26 au, 8.4 × 10 5 years

or the range 26 − 28 au and 8 × 10 4 years for the range 28 − 30

u. Similarly, for the same case, an ice planet’s eccentricity was

bove the 10 6.25 year-line for a total of 1.85 × 10 6 years (which

s about 10 6.2672 years), as a sum of 2 × 10 4 years in the semi-

ajor axis range 18 − 20 au, 4 × 10 4 years for the range 20 − 22

u, 7 × 10 4 years for the range 22 − 24 au, 4.5 × 10 5 years for the

ange 24 − 26 au, 1.19 × 10 6 years for the range 26 − 28 au, 8 × 10 4 

ears for the range 28 − 30 au. Our conclusion is that the restric-

ions to Neptune’s eccentricity proposed in Dawson and Murray-

lay (2012) are a good approximation but do not need to be taken

oo strictly. 

. Conclusions 

We performed several simulations of the evolution of initially

ve planets and a disk of planetesimals located from just outside

he furthermost planet to 45 au. These numerical integrations were

nitially extended to 100 My. Several simulations yielded orbits of

urviving four planets that were comparable to the current giant

lanets orbits. These runs were further integrated to 4.5 Gy to

ompare the distribution of the further portion of the disk with

he present CKB. At the end, we had 12 runs that reproduced the

resent CKB fairly well. In some cases Neptune’s semimajor axis

nd eccentricity were dangerously high enough so as to possi-

ly excite too much the CKB, according to Dawson and Murray-

lay (2012) , but they however reproduced a good CKB. The best

ase showed K-S test probabilities in the distribution of semimajor

xis, eccentricity and inclination respectively at 0.0874, 0.3288 and

.7858. If we set the outer edge of the disk as a free parameter,

e have the best case with K-S probabilities at 0.8967, 0.8282 and

.9506. 

The mass originally at the KB region was depleted from 35% to

5% by dynamical erosion. This do not solve the issue of the CKB

ass deficiency, but alleviate it. The mass initially placed in the

lanetesimal disk from 42 au to 45 au ranged from roughly 2.5 M �

o 4 M � depending on the initial mass of the disk, thus we could

et at the end a mass as small as 0.14 M � for the CKB, which is

till near two orders of magnitude larger than the estimated mass

f the CKB ( Fraser et al., 2014 ). The orbital distribution we obtain

or the CKB at the end is not however highly dependent on the

ass at the outer border of the disk, which scarcely interacts grav-

tationally with the planets. In the future we plan to consider disks

ith several density distribution profiles so as to turn the migra-

ion of the planets and the final mass of the CKB consistent. 

As a last comment we note that we obtain very few cases of

ormation of a CKB that resembles the real one, possibly just one
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ut of 2,0 0 0 simulations. This suggests that the Solar System is

n unlikely outcome from the initial conditions as presented in

able 1 . But this may just be pointing to the fact that the Solar

ystem is just a point among a broad range of possible outcomes,

ny of them quite different from any other 
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